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Q1:.(A)Whataretheconsiderationswhichmustbetakenintheaccountofchoosingdispersedparticles.

(B)ExplainbrieflytheapplicationsoftheLaminatedCompositeMaterial Q5 marks)

Q2 (A) Define the following:
l- Lamina. 2- Nanocomposite. 3- Ilybrid ComPosite

(B) The longitudinal modulus of elasticity for an aligned discontinuous fiber composite is equal to (131 Gpa')' the fibers

have a modulus of elasticity of (400 Gpa.) and the matrix modulus of (5 Gpa.), calculate the critical length of the

fiber and the volume fraction of the hbers and matrix'

Note: (Tensile stress) of = 1500 MP* (Shear slress) t= 30 MPa

Q3:- (A) Derive the fotlowing expression:

(Fiber diameter) D = 0.032 mm (Fiber length) L: L*

t = 
Er'vr

F E .Vmmm
Where: Ff , Fm - Applied force on the fibers an r ''natrix respectively'

Ef,Em_Modulusofelasticityofthefibersandmatrixrespectively.
Vf,Vm_Volumefractionofthefibersandmatrixrespectively.

(B) Give the advantages and disadvantages of the compression mould' ( 25 marks)

Qa :- (A) Find the maximum deflcction

determine the maximum stresses.

Est = 207*105 N/cm2

EAI = 68'6*105 N/cm2

b(width)=8cm

Note:-

Position of neutral axis

Equivalent Stiffness : MR

and the position of the neutral axis of the following Multilayer beam. Also
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@) Explain with schematically drawing the stress-strain relationship for a composite and its t?TJtTt"t*,

e5 :- (A) A composite specimen has a dimensions with length (5 cm) and width (3 cm) and height (1 cm)' Consist of (Al) as a

matrix and (Al2O3) particles as a reinforcement. The volume fraction of (Al) matrix was (70 7o)' Calculate the mass of

(Al) and (ADO3) and the total mass'

pc =3.077 g/cm3 | Pm =2.69 g/cm3

(B) What ire the factors that effect on the interphase of the composite?

Note:-
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( 25 marks)
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